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"Dreaming Houses" and "Stilled Suburbs": Sylvia Plath 

Encounters the American Ranch Home 

Elizabeth Spies, Ph.D. 

 

Originally conceived in the 1930s, the American ranch home materialized a modern 

architectural space parallel to the ideals of the postwar family. Its luxurious informality, 

simple functionality, and spacious construction characterized the very ideals of carefree 

postwar life of the modern nuclear family. In discussing the space of the ranch home, 

postwar critic Lary May describes its "one-story structure, its low-pitched eaves, and its 

large expanse of glass" as those features that epitomized the easygoing lifestyle of the 

Southwest or the West Coast.  And coupled with the single story, low, stretched roofline, 

the mass installation of large picture 

windows or "window walls" with decorous 

shutters "were fused in the public mind" as 

what was "relaxed, comfortable, [and] 

casual" in the era of affordable, postwar 

tract homes (May 174).  In short, the ranch 

home style pioneered an iconic image of 

middle-class domestic harmony and an 

idyllic "modern style of living" into the 

historical narrative of modern architecture 

(May 178).
1
   

The picture windows (see figure 1, 

left) or window walls likewise came to be 

equated with a climactic change in modern 

                                                 
1
 Critic Elaine Tyler May identifies Richard Nixon’s famous Kitchen Debate as integral in promoting a 

vision of the ranch home as the paradigm of American capitalistic, economic abundance.  She posits that  

…the suburban home, complete with modern appliances and furnishings, continued to serve as a 

tangible symbol of the American way of life, a powerful weapon of Cold War propaganda 

arsenal… 'The model home' [Nixon] extolled was not a mansion but a modest ranch-style 

structure, 'within the price range of the average U.S. worker,' complete with modern appliances 

that would 'make easier the life of our housewives.' (May 145) 
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architectural space. Because window walls peaked in popularity in the 1950s and 60s, 

they witnessed the evolution of tract living, the rise of Levittown, and the surge of 

modern American suburban culture. Prominent critics of modern architectural space, such 

as Lewis Mumford, Lary May, and Lynn Spiegel, have each suggested that the mass 

installation and purchase of ranch tract homes complete with picture walls introduced 

new understandings about the distinctions between indoor and outdoor vicinities in this 

era — in short, it confused these former distinctions.  In his work, Recasting America, 

Lary May writes that these interior walls became a creative element of modern décor, an 

essential element to the ranch home and modern way of life, a life that "made the seasons 

into an ever changing wall decoration…The interior walls of the house literally changed 

color with the seasons and made nature a direct part of the home décor" (May 178).  

Homes complete with picture windows soon became a staple of the postwar era, allowing 

for a type of mass voyeurism into the home from the outside, changing the postwar vision 

of public and private spaces, and even shifting the way modernist architecture and space 

were conceptualized.  Capitalizing on their rise in popularity, mass marketing schemes 

publicized their spatial installations within domestic advertising in copious amounts.
2
  

Lary May even attributes the onset of the ranch home of the 1930s and 40s and the 

picture windows of the 1950s and 60s as a product of "…enthusiastic promotion by home 

magazines in the 1940s and 1950s" (May 174).  

The new spatial orientation of suburban modern track homes complete with 

picture windows was so influential that it began to infiltrate the literature and poetry of 

the era. The "American ranch home complete with picture window" has been widely 

parodied since. Fellow postwar media critic Lynn Spigel describes the onset of the 

luxurious, widely disseminated picture windows as the experience of watching "the 

family in the theatre next door" (136).  This advertised, theatrical experience of American 

                                                 
2
  In fact, in addition to the American home, domestic consumer goods in the first four years after the war 

became a measure of American superiority over Communism's force throughout the world.  The successful 

consumer campaign launched record sales totals: "In the 5 years after WW II, consumer spending increased 

60 percent, but the amount spent on household furnishings and appliances rose 240 percent (147).  More 

specifically,  

In the four years following the end of the war, Americans purchased 21.4 million cars, 20 million 

refrigerators, 5.5 million stoves, and 11.6 million televisions and moved into over 1 million new 

housing units each year. The same patterns extended into the 1950s, a decade in which prosperity 

continued to spread. (148) 
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culture became normalized throughout suburban literature as well. In fact, Simon de 

Beauvoir mourned the change in social space of American suburbia, accusing it of being, 

"'rigid, 'frozen,' 'closed'….The mansions are torn down and the real estate 'development' 

takes their place: serried rows of ranch houses, painted in pastel colors, each with its own 

picture window and its garden, each equipped with deep freeze, oil furnace, and 

automatic washer, spring up in the wilderness." (39).  Just as de Beauvior's analysis pins 

domestic space as prototypically feminine, William Whyte's Organization Man (1956) 

portrays the suburban home in a shade of distinctly feminine pastel with a "pink 

lampshade in the picture window" (309).  Herbert Marcuse's One Dimensional Man 

(1964) laments the passive reign of postwar suburban consumerism, writing that it places 

"America at a dead standstill [with] passive consumers who defined themselves solely 

through their washing machines, cars, and trash compactors… the tinsel tawdriness of 

Hollywood fan magazines and titillating advertisements" (Marcuse 47).  Even the 

triumphant ending of Sloan Wilson's The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit (1955) ends with 

a description of a tiered succession of suburban track homes and the promise of a 

Levittown-like development of a new American dream.
3
  Thus, as the idea of serried 

rows of suburban houses complete with picture windows even began to permeate literary 

culture, these rows of indistinguishable ranch homes mimicked the sense of the Cold War 

containment era and conformist consumer culture that permeated postwar American 

domestic politics.
4
  

Writing at the height of this suburban sprawl, many of Sylvia Plath's poems 

internalize the spatial orientation of the modern ranch home, exposing an innate 

connection to a localized space created for her — one that encapsulates her and one 

innately connected to the dominant cultural narrative of her gender.  In several of her 

poems, this space "geographizes" a sphere within which her language could work, tracing 

                                                 
3
 I use Levittown here as an adjective for large suburban developments.  The first Levittown was built in 

New York and was named Levittown because it was first made and conceptualized by William Levitt and 

his company Levitt & Sons. The developments became widely known by their characteristics — large 

numbers of easily constructed suburban homes that were all similar in appearance.  
4
 With the spread and incorporation of the GI Bill of Rights in 1944, the rise of suburban and consumer 

culture became a major force of capitalism worldwide. May even proposes that the "'Race' was not the 

nuclear arms race or the space race; more accurately, it was the 'consumer race'" (145). While politically, 

containment culture's war against Communism became both a consumer race as well as a move to 

"contain" women domestically. Likewise, major advertising campaigns began to follow shortly, releasing 

new research on female target audience campaigns for such domestic products. 
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a ranch style glass ceiling that housed the space within which her poetic body could act.  

Plath's work narrates a localized space, which in turn constructs her poetic, spatial 

geography.  She lodged her poetry within these boundaries, while from within this poetic 

place, she remains critically conscious of the boundaries that withhold her poetic 

narrators.   

Plath often presents the suburban home as a territory of enclosement throughout 

her poems and as an extended metaphor for the advertisement for 1950s containment 

culture.  In 1957, Plath and husband Ted Hughes had just been married and were living in 

the U.S. where images of the modern ranch home with picture windows flourished within 

the mainstream media.
5
 Consider for example "Soliloquy of a Solipsist" where Plath 

begins by locating the poet in an omniscient observer position outside of the home, 

existing outside of the sphere of containment the suburban home represents. She opens 

first by questioning her narratorial position within the poem:  "I?" she asks. She then 

answers her own question: 

I walk alone 

 … 

When my eyes shut 

These dreaming houses all snuff out: 

… 

I 

Make houses shrink 

And trees diminish 

by going far; my look's leash 

Dangles the puppet people 

Who are unaware how they dwindle 

… 

I 

Give grass its green 

…  

I hold absolute power. (Plath 37) 

 

The poems' title "Soliloquy for a Solipsist" hints towards Plath's couth intentions within 

the poem. Solipsism is the belief that the only sure thing is that one's own mind exists, 

and all knowledge that is created outside of an individual mind is unjustifiable.  As such, 

the external world may not exist.  What is interesting about Plath's use of solipsism is that 

her poem resides within the suburbs, and furthermore, within a series of homes all with 
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windows facing outward. Seen from a solipsistic point of view, Plath's vision of the U.S. 

at the time would have been flooded with images of such ranch homes and suburban 

ideals. Only the poet, the solitary "I" of the poem, maintains the omniscient power to 

exist outside of the "dreaming houses," to recreate them and "make houses shrink" out of 

their "dreaming" existence.  The houses exist to "give grass its green" and to make "trees 

diminish," but they exist only as far as her "look's leash" allows.  While Plath's narrator 

celebrates the poet's capacity for an absolutist and even imperialist imaginative freedom 

within the space of her poem, she incorporates a metaphor of the leash, simultaneously 

suggesting the idea of the restrictive, "leash-like" experience of 'looking' amidst these 

rows of "dreaming" houses.  Ironically, the poet, while omniscient, experiences the 

spatial boundaries of looking — or trying to look into the suburban track homes, the 

"dreaming houses." One can only see what the window provides.  The spectator's "look" 

is contained both poetically and physically by the modern suburban era.  Her look's leash, 

and her solipsism in this case, is the encasement of the suburban home. Thus, while Plath 

experiences poetic freedom, in reality she bumps against the spatial borders of the 

modern suburban iconographic lifestyle, unable to escape its homogeneous existence. 

Plath uses the combined tropes of domesticity as a metaphorical leash through an 

image of a contained, domesticated animal — a consistent metaphor she uses throughout 

her poetry.  For example, in her poem "Words for a Nursery," she continues to lament 

that she must  

[learn], good circus 

Dog that I am, how 

To move, serve, steer food 

….my Master's fetcher… (Plath 73)   
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As her "master's fetcher," and a subservient "circus" dog to the domestic duties of the 

suburban home, Plath aligns her trope of domestic containment to leashed animals trained 

for servitude.  In turn, these domestic tropes align themselves with the comparison of her 

"look" being on a "leash" and 

likewise to the comparison of the 

people inside their homes in 

"Soliloquy for a Solipsist" to 

"puppet people." Both appear 

strung, hung, and controlled in 

their subservience to domestic 

societal norms.  For Plath, the 

people existing inside the 

periphery of the home exist in a 

sphere of puppetry, servants to a 

mainstream existence and subject 

to the commodified world of 

suburban Jonesian lifestyles (see 

figure 2, right). Within this 

contained domesticity, there 

exists a carnivalesque version of the suburbs.  The "families" exist as puppets performing 

on stages for the people outside their picture window.  But they "dangle" "unaware of 

how they dwindle" to the outer crowd. Plath's narrator here creates a purely voyeuristic 

space, a purely performative space of the domesticity attributed to the space of suburban 

society.  Within the window and beyond the "looks leash," the poet/narrator wants or 

desires to expose the reality behind the middle-class of the era.   

Plath continuously recycles metaphors of domestic containment using the 

suburban ranch home.   While her poem "Soliloquy for a Solipsist" presents a poetic 

narrator existing outside of the suburban world peering in at the puppetry of the era, her 

poem "Words for a Nursery" presents a narrator destined to a metaphorical containment 

and servitude. Oddly enough, both poems include an aspect of "leashed" existence 

implicit within her use of metaphors.  In "Soliloquy for a Solipsist," she describes the 
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"puppet people dangling," "unaware of how they dwindle" for the audience of outer 

spectators.  In "Words for a Nursery," she writes of performing dog-like for a "good 

circus" of spectators. Both poems imply a series of onlookers, while the omniscient 

narrator reports from the periphery — creating a stage of observation and exposing the 

scripted theatricality of suburban normalcy.  Her use of domestic tropes presents the 

1950s-60s' housing boom as a determined, commercial product, scripted and staged by 

the mainstream media.  

These domestic tropes were repeatedly advertised throughout the era and became 

a staple of mainstream magazine culture.  Writing in Good Housekeeping, housing 

boomer, William Levitt acknowledged that his aim in marketing suburban track homes to 

target younger families was so they could control "some degree of uniformity" within his 

designs because young families could be pressed to model "somewhat conformist 

behavior" (May 184). For example, Levitt's "early developments had clear rules about 

when wash could be put out on the line (not on Sunday) and how often the grass should 

be cut.  But he denied that there was any lack of privacy and asserted that people who 

lived in the housing developments were neither dull nor conformist" (May 184). Thus, 

while suburban track home marketing targeted future "puppet people" to "dangle" from 

picture windows, housing advertisers accepted their conformist behavior as paradigmatic 

of suburban lifestyles and exemplary of domestic containment. These uniform routine 

habits of suburban track home life soon evolved into accepted middle-class domestic 

behavior, and likewise, highly staged and monitored landscaping, laundering and 

domestic upkeep were embed within the social norms of mainstream media spaces and its 

consumer audiences. Plath notices this domestic theatricality and alludes to how the 

development of the ranch home contributes to the staged domestic performances 

associated with the era. 

Her use of staged, domestic performances permeates Plath's collective poetry.  

For example, in "Lesbos," she describes the suburban lifestyle as "all Hollywood, 

windowless" (Plath 227).  And in "The Munich Mannequins," she curses the "domesticity 

of these windows," damning the domestic burden of the suburban picture window (262).  

And finally, in "Dream with Clam-Diggers," she portrays the "neighbor's house" as 

obstructive to her view inside, "with shingles burnished as glass/blinds lowered" (43). 
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The picture window undertakes a role that continually stages domestic performance 

throughout Plath's domestic poetry, and her use of the domestic trope of the window slyly 

suggests the intermeshing of public and private spheres of domestic performance so often 

referenced in mainstream media.   

In fact, this fusion of public and private became particularly important in 

American political culture. On July 4, 1959, the USSR held an American Exhibition in 

Moscow which exhibited a model American middle-class home that any American could 

potentially afford.  A series of verbal exchanges occurred between Vice President 

Richard Nixon and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev about the benefits and downfalls of 

American capitalism, which soon gave the now famous debate the name "The Kitchen 

Debate."  The exhibition had on display a model suburban ranch home complete with 

modern appliances, furniture, and the newest "labor saving" devices that American 

capitalism and innovation could offer to the American woman.  For Nixon and many 

other Americans, the suburban ranch home came to serve as a symbol of this ideal, of 

American superiority over Communism, and of proof of the American innovation that 

would prove victorious over Communism and nuclear war (see figure 3, below). But 

more importantly, it exposed the suburban ranch home as a political image, one which 

was placed on display for the world.  Thus, the formerly private arena for the family soon 

became a public political performance of Cold War superiority, scapegoating its real 

issues onto domestic metaphors from the American homefront. 
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(figure 3) 
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Plath continues to "metaphorize" the suburbs using spatial metaphors of ocular 

strangling and with key language of Cold War containment culture as well as with 

verbiage reminiscent of Richard Nixon's famous Kitchen Debate. For instance, in "Night 

Shift," the narrator observes as with a foreign eye, as an outsider of the suburban 

microcosm. The narrator fears she would  

impose on an evening  

The noose cam from the outside:  

A metal detonating/native evidently, to 

These stilled suburbs. (Plath 76) 

 

In typical Cold War fashion, the narrator adopts a spy-like persona whose anxious 

narrative exists outside through the lens of a "cam" which will soon "detonate" or 

"explode" upon the unexpecting, placid domestic sphere she looks onto. The eerie 

anxiousness permeating the Cold War involved both paranoia about "being seen" and 

being exposed as a "foreign" body amidst a sphere of conformity. Plath captures this 

feeling through tropes of ocular alienation: "from the outside" of "these stilled suburbs."  

In "Soliloquy for a Solipsist," she tries to shut out the suburbs entirely by "shutting her 

eyes" and by "going far, my looks leash." But here, Plath paints a paranormal picture 

from the outside, showcasing the "stilled suburbs" from a "noose cam" lens of vision. 

Thus cam strangles her view from the outside looking in upon the picture of the eerie 

suburban tranquility.   

Her presence as a spectator acts as an imposition, an awkward invasion of private 

space, enacting a feeling of outer surveillance on the scene. The overarching feeling of 

containment parallels the repressed, strangled vision of the inside of the houses within the 

"stilled suburbs" and likewise mirrors the pressure of staged domestic conformism the 

rise of suburban ranch homes clearly regale.  By using the word "impose," Plath suggests 

a silent tranquility that exists in the "stilled" and "eerie" atmosphere of the "stilled 

suburbs."  Likewise, the word "detonating" presents an impending feeling of explosion, a 

disturbance to the composed, placid space of the "stilled suburbs" — the very feeling of 

Cold War unease on the domestic front. By choosing phrasings like "detonate" and 

"outside" and "native to these suburbs," Plath implies an innate connection between 

domesticity and Cold War politics, not surprising, since Plath writes in the wake of the 
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Kitchen Debate. The Cold War emanated a constant feeling of political and domestic 

unrest, which for Plath resides in her suburban metaphors.  

While Plath often portrays her narrators as omniscient spectral interruptions to the 

conformed, silent suburbs, she develops the corollary spatial presence of the suburbs into 

abandoned, ghostly corridors in her poems. For example, Plath complicates this further in 

"Landowners:"  

I malign the laden perspective 

Of identical gray brick houses 

Orange roof tiles, orange chimney tops, 

And see that first house, as if between 

Mirrors, engendering a spectral 

Corridor of inane replicas, 

Flimsily peopled… 

 

My eyeful of reflections a ghost's 

Eyeful, which envious, would define,  

Death as striking root on one land-tract: 

Life, its own vaporous wayfarings. (Plath 53) 

 

Plath, here, opens with a distasteful "laden perspective" of monotonous "gray houses." 

She labels them "Landowners" — not happy nuclear families — and proceeds to 

chronicle her line of vision through "monotonizing" the serialization of suburban life. 

Here, however, the narrator's "noose cam" captures a color palette of bland and bleached 

hues, di-chromatic rows of gray and orange houses, popularized colors of the day.
6
 By 

aligning oneself with the narrator's spatial perspective, the reader encounters a series of 

different spectral layers of bland color splotches; the layering effect is specific to the 

imagery of the poem itself: the rows of gray homes, the layers of bricks, the infinite 

orange rooftops, the sheets of orange tiles, and the sequenced chimneys. "Mirrors" 

replicate these di-chromatic images incessantly: "engendering a spectral corridor of inane 

replicas" (53).  The endless reflections here overburden the narrator; she encounters an 

"eyeful" of reflections as the mirrors engender the endless barracks of suburban homes. 

                                                 
6
 Plath frequently discusses the overwhelming "beige-like" quality of the colors of houses in her Journals: I 

dragged myself to look round and put colors into words. Yes it was all brown and cream. Shiny, cream-

colored wallpaper [....] Brown, medium brown, window curtains [...] A cream radiator under window with 

newspaper on it. A great dull blue-eyes television set" (J 633). In the same section, she later continues to 

describe the living room in a "brown tone, with a pattern of dull yellow and pink flowers, probably roses" 

(633-4). 
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The narrator again exists on the outskirts, a "vaporous" apparition whose individuality is 

nonexistent amidst the rows of houses — so much so that the image of death immediately 

succeeds the trope of the suburbs in the poem: "death as striking root on one land-track." 

Within the "corridor of inane replicas," the narrator spies in the mirrors a ghost — whose 

killer is the suburbs themselves, "striking root on one land track." This, for Plath, marks 

the death of the individual.  

Plath's suburban image of death mirrors the restrained lens of a television or as 

someone peering in through a window, and she develops this viewpoint of the suburbs 

from the lens of the "windowed" voyeur.  In "Landowners," "Soliloquy of a Solipsist," 

"Dream with Clam-Diggers," and "Munich Mannequins," she sketches a picture of the 

suburban landscape that resembles the spatial restrictions of the glass picture windows of 

the identical ranch homes.   She re-uses the suburban home trope in "Landowners" when 

she encounters the "identical grey brick houses" and in "Soliloquy for a Solipsist" when 

she peers into "these stilled suburbs."  She also re-uses the same optical viewpoint in 

"Landowners," describing how she feels like she will "impose upon an evening." In 

"Soliloquy for a Solipsist," her narrator peers into the empty suburbs until her "look's 

leash" restricts her view. She also implies an aspect of domestic conformity in 

"Landowners" where her "noose cam" becomes a camera capturing a domestic 

performance. In "Soliloquy for a Solipsist," her narrator sees the "dangling puppet 

people" on display from their picture windows.  Her tone in both poems implies an eerie, 

death-like invasion of the narrator upon a private domestic moment. For example, in 

"Landowners," she describes the suburbs as a "corridor of inane replicas" "flimsily 

peopled."  Her "eyeful [reflects a] ghost's" viewpoint just as "death strikes root on one 

land track."  And finally, in "Soliloquy for a Solipsist," her "dreaming houses all snuff 

out," and she has the "absolute" power to "make houses shrink" (Plath 31). 

Plath’s recycled domestic tropes, the suburban home, the same lens of sight, 

domestic performance, and haunting death-like tones, all suggest Plath's perspective on 

the rise of postwar American suburban culture as ingrained with uniform domestic 

conformity — one that implies a certain death for those women subject to such societal 

expectations.  The same tropes repeat throughout her poetry, and in some poems, Plath's 

narrator begins to identify with the physical structure of the domestic space, products, 
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images, and objects themselves.  Her identification with domestic space of the ranch 

home mirrors spatial debates between public and private areas of the home; it likewise 

echoes ideological-political debates surrounding domestic containment and gender roles 

of the period.  In other words, Plath makes certain there is a distinct connection between 

her use of domestic geography in her poems and Cold War containment culture.  

        She routinely chooses to position the narrator outside her domestic geography to 

indicate a structure of domestic containment throughout her poems.  But her fixation on 

homes, walls and windows, continues throughout her poetry.  For example, in "Three 

Women," Plath narrates the disparate lives of three women, one of whom is a 

homemaker.  In the poem, she asks:" How long can I be a wall?" only to inquire again 

later in the poem: "How long can I be a wall around my green property?"(Plath 185).  

Here, she equates her body directly with the actual physical structure encompassing a 

walled-in homemaker. Her relationship to her locale is always embedded in her gender 

identity as the Cold War suburban home was always a female space — or at least it was 

advertised as such.   Plath continually explores her gender identification as a process of 

identifying with the domestic objects that surround her, such as in "Lesbos" where she 

describes the  

Viciousness in the kitchen! 

The potatoes hiss 

It is all Hollywood, windowless. (Plath 227)  

 

The Hollywood-ization of the domestic space and its image of the contented domestic 

goddess pervaded mainstream media, and the idea of the domestic as a structure of 

containment continues throughout her poetry — often identifying with the very windows 

and walls that contain her. 

Plath invokes recurring metaphors of walls in ways that signal social anxiety 

surrounding domestic containment.  For example, in "Spinster," she writes that "round 

her house he set/such a barricade of barb and check/ against mutinous weather/as no mere 

insurgent man could hope to break…" (Plath 49).  Likewise, in "Gigolo," Plath describes 

the suburban landscape:  

It is best to meet in a cul-de-sac, 

A palace of velvet   

With windows of mirrors. 
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There one is safe. (Plath 267) 

 

In both poems, suburban containment structures become Plath's signal for the social 

anxieties embed within the walled-in reality of Cold War culture. The space of the "house 

barricaded with barb and check" suggests a vicious patriarchal imprisonment of the 

homemaker, such that "no outside man could hope to break."  In "Gigolo," domestic 

containment is the "cul-de-sac with windows and mirrors" which then becomes a 

"palace" of "safety," or rather "the only safe place to meet."  Paradoxically in these two 

poems, the domestic space of the home becomes both a space of containment and gender 

enclosement while simultaneously a haven of safety and security from outer Cold War 

anxieties.  However minor these references may seem, these utterances offer the 

rhetorical contour of the very boundaries that constructed gendered identity in Cold War 

culture. 

Though many feminist critics of space and embodiment have analyzed social 

perceptions of Cold War femininity and "gendered" spaces, Plath's "localized" 

understanding of a confined feminist geography within her poetry is best enhanced by the 

criticism of Linda McDowell.  In McDowell's Gender, Identity and Place, the locale of 

femininity is severely confined: 

…The correct [places] for embodied women are drawn on to justify and to challenge 

systems of patriarchal domination in which women are excluded from particular 

spatial arenas and restricted to others.  In this sense, to 'know their place' has a literal 

as well as metaphorical meaning for women, and sexed embodiment is deeply 

intertwined with geographical location.  Social relations and spatial processes are 

mutually reinforcing (in different ways at different times and places…) in the 

construction of gender regimes with particular patterns of the segregations of the 

sexes and gendered hierarchies of power. (56) 

 

McDowell's explanation of a woman's embodiment to an assigned geographical place 

deepens traditional interpretations of domestic tropes within her poetry.  Plath's 

narratorial distance in "Landowners" and "Soliloquy of a Solipsist" proposes a desire to 

look from a detached outside view because she understands what it is like to be contained 

within the domestic construct; as such, her poems demonstrate an understanding that 

"women are excluded from particular arenas and restricted to others" (McDowell 56). 

The combined "literal and metaphorical meaning" is evident by Plath's sardonic use of 

images of the suburban ranch home throughout her poetic discourse.  
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McDowell's contention is particularly relevant to Plath's work and likewise to 

Cold War gender politics. Because Plath’s tropes of geographical location are a direct 

result of gender politics on the domestic front, McDowell’s work is vital in understanding 

how her "social relations as well as spatial processes are mutually reinforcing in 

constructing gender regimes" and “patterned segregations" in her work.  Plath’s poetic 

tropes are "mutually reinforcing" because they figuratively recount the "construction of 

gender regimes" and cultural "segregation" women faced on the domestic front during the 

Cold War (McDowell 56).  Plath's use of such tropes represents a gendered "hierarchy" 

of spatial relations.  Poetry allows Plath to manifest a space of relative freedom and 

formulate a cryptic, 'tropic' critique of the period.  Thus, through her use of windows, 

walls and domestic objects, she is at once simultaneously confined and free, classified 

and independent, safe and dangerous. Likewise, through her internalization of the 

complex spatial relations of the era, Plath's geography presents her personal privacies as 

public evidence, therefore blurring the former distinction between indoor and outdoor 

spaces.  This distinction exposes the effects that external culture had on Plath and 

explains the confessional purging of her societal criticisms into the open space of our 

public poetry. 

Fellow critic Steven Axelrod discusses Plath's occupation with domestic things in 

his book Sylvia Plath: the Wound and the Cure of Words.  He contends that her use of the 

trope of the mirror offers "the ideal world of dream and the actual world of matter… Her 

imaginative mirror…was tarnished, exposing only its own limitations and opacities, 

reflecting merely an abyss that divided the axis of vision from the axis of things" (19; my 

emphasis). Thus, as Axelrod aptly contends, Plath's world was a place of restricted 

conflation of both fiction and reality, of opacity and vision, of materiality and surreality.  

I would further argue that her poetry exists in this "abyss," embedded within the "axis of 

things" (Axelrod 19) that divides her poetic being throughout her feminine "geography" 

(McDowell 56).  This is the context and structure which has shaped Plath, a bound 

“feminine” geography within walls built for her. This enveloped her "axis of vision." 

The repetition of household objects, her domestic structure, and even daily chores 

paints a suburban geography characterized by feminine labor and domestic spatial 

containment.  Her "axis of domestic things" becomes enveloped within her "axis of 
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vision" (see figures 4, below, 

and 5, on page ###).  

Furthermore, her "actual 

world of matter" and her 

imaginative "ideal world of 

dream" begin to conflate in 

her poems "Vanity Fair" and 

"Tinker Jack and Tidy 

Wives."
7
  In these poems, 

Plath's "actual" domestic 

reality wrestles with its 

immaterial ideal. For 

example, in "Vanity Fair," she 

writes that her "heart's oven / 

Craves most to cook batter" 

(Plath 33). 

Her word choice here 

indicates a warring tension 

between the daily monotony 

of household duties and her 

true innermost desires. Wrought with a sardonic tone, Plath plays with the idea of a 

woman's innermost desire or ideal — as though it could exist apart from "cooking batter" 

or domestic duties embedded in housewifery. Furthermore, the pairing of the ideal desires 

with material domestic objects displays this warring conflation.  She pairs the immaterial 

ideal of a woman's "heart" with the domestic, material object "oven."  Likewise, she pairs 

the immaterial essence of "craving" with the domestic duty to create a homemade 

"object" of pride: cake batter.  These complex pairings play with the circumscribed space 

where Cold War women now found themselves: in between the domestic ideals of the era 

deployed by mass media. Here, the "axis of things" that surrounds women in Plath's 

                                                 
7
 Steven Axelrod delves into a deeper understanding of  Plath's conflation of an "actually world of matter" 

and an "ideal world of dream"  in his book Sylvia Plath: the Wound and the Cure of Words (Axelrod 19).   
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poems unearths the ideological underpinnings of these feminine desires.  It "exposes their 

own limitations" within a complicit system of patriarchal domestic containment.  

  

  

(figure 5) 

 These material "limitations" become recurring images that Plath uses throughout 

her poetry.  They represent her domestic material reality and locate her poetry within the 

suburban space of the 1950s and 60s housewife.  For example, in "Tinker Jack and Tidy 

Wives," her writing is congested with domestic cooking objects, all hard, metal, and 

denoting some type of domestic chore associated with its materiality:  

bring that pot 

Gone black of polish  

And whatever pan this mending master 

… 

I'll correct that mar 

On silver dish 

And shine that kettle of copper 

At your fireside 

Bright as blood. (Plath 35; my emphasis) 
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Each domestic object is ingrained with the chore associated with its presence within the 

home and thus becomes signified based on its contingent chore. The domestic object 

equals its corresponding domestic duty. The "pot" needs "polish," and the "pan" 

"mending."  The "silver dish" needs its "mar corrected," and the "kettle" needs "shining."  

Throughout the poem, the reader cannot see the denotative object without its connotative 

association.  For women, the domestic object has been signified with a connotative 

domestic chore.  And while poems like "Landowners" and "Soliloquy for a Solipsist" 

show an escapist vision outside of the home, these poems are confined within the space 

of the suburban home and cluttered with domestic objects. In the localized space of the 

home, Plath’s narrator reaches a new level of ocular containment as each object in sight 

carries feminine obligations within Cold War patriarchal culture. 

Plath attaches the responsibilities of domesticity with domestic objects both 

within the confines of the home as well as within the daily consciousness of Cold War 

women.  For example, in "Street Song" she writes of the daily routine of chores in a list-

like, stream of consciousness fashion. Domestic chores occupy "the everywoman's" daily 

thought process:  

Buying wine, bread, 

Yellow-casqued chrysanthemums- 

Arming myself with the most reasonable items. (Plath 36) 

 

In "Resolve," she describes the "empty bottles on the windowsill" that obstruct her vision 

of the outside world.  In "The Ghost's Leavetaking," she portrays this world as having 

"incompatible modes of time" and existing in a "no-color void" which fills "our meat and 

potato thoughts" (Plath 90). With such an influx of domestic objects throughout her 

poetic repertoire, a quick scan of Plath's work reads much like a women's magazine of the 

day — with each line an advertisement of the model American housewife's daily life. A 

different chore, a different appliance, and a different domestic object all surround her 

daily existence.  Her domestic poems suggest a deep familiarity with the mainstream 

vision of the modern suburban home, from the panoramic view of the outside suburban 

street to the inner rooms filled with objects and chores.  Accustomed to this daily routine 

of the home, she laments that "each day we create our whole world over" in "Tale of a 

Tub" (Plath 25; my emphasis).  Plath's domestic poetry becomes infiltrated with the 
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domestic ads of containment culture, all enclosed within a suburban home and complete 

with a picture window and the televised stereotype of the model American housewife.  In 

fact, her poetic environment reeks of mainstream American domestic stereotypes, which 

often seek to wall-in her poetic self.
8
  

 Plath's poetic geography gradually becomes more infused with images of the 

outer periphery of suburban homes (the windows, walls, and domestic objects), and she 

begins to circumlocute these objects through a self-reflexive poetic process.  Unlike 

"Soliloquy for a Solipsist," "Night Shift," and "Landowners," in "Tale of a Tub" Plath 

writes contained within a bare, walled-in room in her home, this time describing the view 

of containment from the inside out as though the walls were closing in on her. While 

windows, walls and ceilings seem to haunt the poem, domestic objects likewise claim a 

damning, hostile personality. Plath directly orients her poetic lens within the figurative, 

material space of the poem, and her narrator views the room with sparing caution: 

The photographic chamber of the eye 

records bare painted walls, while an electric light 

flays the chromium nerves of plumbing raw;  

such poverty assaults the ego; caught  

naked in the merely actual room, 

stranger in the lavatory mirror 

puts on a public grin, repeats our name 

but scrupulously reflects the usual terror. (Plath 24; my emphasis) 

 

Here, Plath tells a story on the walls and through the windows of her poetry.  By 

describing her narrator's vision as a "photographic chamber of the eye," Plath once again 

heightens the importance of the ocular lens in her domestic poetry.  Calling it a "chamber 

of vision," she narrates as though looking through the restrictive camera lens.  Again, the 

camera’s implication covertly implies a performance within a private space.  Cognizant 

of being observed, the narrator stands naked in front of the mirror of a "merely actual 

                                                 
8
 While her home during the writing of many of these poems was in England, Plath admits to being heavily 

influenced by American media culture in her Letters Home. Her experience as a guest editor at 

Mademoiselle offered her an inside view of the stereotypical articles, ads, and women for whom she was to 

mold her writing.  In fact, her training at Mademoiselle even included a tour of an ad agency.  In a fatigued 

tone, she wrote home to her mother: "I have, in the space of six days, toured the second largest ad agency in 

the world and seen television kitchens, heard speeches there, gotten ptomaine poisoning from crabmeat the 

agency served us in their 'own special test kitchen' and wanted to die very badly for a day…" (LH 120).  In 

a later letter she writes, "I love you a million times more than any of these slick admen" (LH 120).  And 

finally, after the tour of the ad agency, she complained dejectedly to her mother that she could write 

nothing but "glib jingles" (LH 129). 
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room." By describing the room as "merely actual," Plath emphasizes the projected 

normalcy of the space.  She looks into the mirror. She revels in what the mirror can show 

through reflection. The woman, however, sees not a vision of her individual self, but 

rather a stranger possessed and contained within a room.
9
  

A bizarre feeling of surveillance permeates "Tale of a Tub."  The eye has become 

a "photographic chamber," and within the room, an "electric light" plays with the 

narrator's "nerves." Her grin for the mirror becomes a "public grin" — a performance for 

her mirrored self within the empty domestic space. Ironically, the contained self 

discovers it is not completely isolated in the room.  In the following line, the mirror 

responds to her, personifying its own presence by "repeating our name."  In the poem, 

this is the first but not the only instance where Plath will use the personal collective 

pronoun "our" or "we" to invoke a type of collective womanhood within the very mirror 

into which she peers.  By writing that the mirror reflects "our" name rather than "my" 

name, Plath suggests that there really is no distinction between the woman in the mirror 

and every other domestically contained woman — searching the mirror for some 

semblance of individual reflection.  The mirror, much like the walled-in containment of 

the home, becomes a self-monitoring space of reflection and domestic supervision.  The 

reflection of the model homemaker is the monitoring force of compliant domestic ideals.  

The woman therefore is monitored through her own theater of conformity. 

This ironic, solitary performance complicates Plath's sardonic perception of the 

theatrical image of the American home: the "theater" of the living room with the modern 

picture window.  The performance is for a nonexistent audience, very similar to the 

process of composing confessional poetry.  Similar to performance, the private spectacle 

of poetry writing is only ratified once it becomes public and published. Through this 

double-metaphor of self-reflection (through poetry and through the literal mirror in the 

poem), there is something horrifically terrible — almost gothic — in the mirror of her 

poetry. She writes that "it reflects the usual terror," describing a trepid revulsion in the 

performance of such a "public grin." Within this description, lies a lack of distinction 

between the public and private space of the room itself, and an overarching, horrific 

                                                 
9
 Plath stages a similar domestic setup in her poem, “Mirror,” where her narrator looks at her reflection in a 

mirror set against a backdrop of pink wallpapered walls.   
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emptiness pervades the room. The narrator stands, a contained "stranger" within the walls 

of the room, staring at a mirror that reflects back a performative grin. Plath locates an 

eerie presence here in the empty room — until the objects in the room unveil their 

presence.  

The terror continues as Plath begins to perceive the inner qualities embedded 

within the domestic objects in the room around her, her vision littered with the very items 

that bar and define her daily existence. Further on in "Tale of a Tub," she asks,  

Just how guilty are we when the ceiling 

reveals no cracks that can be decoded? When washbowl 

maintains it has no more holy calling 

than physical ablution, and the towel  

dryly disclaims that fierce troll faces lurk 

in its explicit folds? Or when the window,  

blind with steam, will not admit the dark  

which shrouds our prospects in ambiguous shadow? (24; my emphasis) 

 

Here, the narrator embodies this sense of enclosement, focusing first on the ceiling that 

"reveals no cracks that can be decoded."  Such cracks would allow for an imaginary 

escape from the captivity of the domestic space.  As she continues to search for an 

opening, she finds the "washbowl" with no "more holy calling than physical ablution" 

and the "towel" with a "fierce troll face." In fact, all the domestic objects which surround 

her seem to seep with an encircling gaze, a reminder of the domestic obligations that they 

espouse. In the empty room, Plath's domestic objects (the washbowl and the towel) begin 

to claim a personified life and a paranormal, looming personality.  They become the 

worst version of their basic function — much like the domestic housewife whose 

individuality often becomes eclipsed by the daily chores she ritually performs.   

In "Tale of a Tub," even the window is "[blinded] with steam" and will not allow 

the "stranger" to see her own "ambiguous shadow." The window thus restricts her vision 

between reality and fiction, creating an opaque distinction between public and private. 

She is allowed neither reflection nor a view in through the steam-blinded window.  

Throughout the poem, each object is engraved with a monitoring function: "the troll faces 

lurk" and the "window" tries to see beyond the "steam," but the window’s vision is 

eclipsed by its own opacity. The mirror reaps horror, the shadow is ambiguous.  As such, 

Plath's narrator is completely defined by her environment.  She becomes what her 
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domesticity dictates. She becomes an ambiguous shadow, a blank phantom of a woman 

who does not even see a semblance of herself. She is but a raw silhouette of ambiguity — 

the carbon copy image of the model housewife.  The "window blind with steam" will not 

permit the housewife to even see her own "prospects in ambiguous shadow."  Caught 

between the bare, naked walls of the home, Plath's narrator cannot even see beyond the 

"prospects" of a life outside of the home.  The mirror offers neither a reflection of a self 

nor a view outside its domestic walls.  The tropes of the window, walls and mirrors 

directly invoke the uniform stereotypes caused by suburban containment.  The objects of 

domesticity even leer viciously back at the narrator, shouting orders to their domestic 

servant.  Once again, Plath summons the stereotype of the collective housewife, invoking 

the collective by speaking through the inclusive pronoun "our."  Her poem underscores 

the collective, vapid space of the homemaker, each woman shut in a home performing the 

same daily routines in one solitary, simultaneous community. 

Plath's environment in "Tale of a Tub" further dictates her public ambiguity by 

alluding to the lure of the "plunge" and the "shape" of the room "that shuts us in."  This 

metaphor speaks to the domestic tale of all women: taking "the plunge" into marriage and 

finding "ourselves" "shut in" to the home interminably.  She continues her narrative of 

containment, figuratively diving underwater:  

We take the plunge; under water our limbs 

waver, faintly green, shuddering away 

from the genuine color of skin; can our dreams 

ever blur the intransigent lines which draw 

the shape that shuts us in?  

… 

the tub exists behind our back: 

its glittering surfaces are blank and true…" (Plath 24) 

 

Once again, the narrator is bordered by an impending sense of the shape that shuts her in. 

She is enclosed in "lines." Her "limbs" are restrained.  The narrator is bordered by the 

domestic objects listed in her poetry: tubs, lavatory, mirror, ceiling, washbowl, towel, 

window — all of these objects encase her poetry, restricting movement beyond what 

seems to be a dark metaphor of "shrouds, shuddering, glittering surfaces, shadows, steam, 

bare painted walls, electric lights" (24). Here, the "tub" becomes the literal 'encasing' 

tomb that inflicts the drowning feeling that suffuses the poem.   
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Throughout the poem, there is a sense of deathly terror in the entrapment, a sense 

of the revealing solitude of the "naked" form encapsulated by the "merely actual room." 

With this feeling comes terror both within and about the structure. Once again, the nude 

in the mirror becomes less than real, a replacement for the nude which stands in front of 

the mirror — a figure that, shuddering, moves "away from the genuine color of skin." She 

becomes severed from the faithful, literal self-reflexivity a mirror claims to provide, a 

dead simulacrum of the former self.  Once the mirror becomes distanced from the reality 

of the room, the narrator delves into "dreams" calling them "intransigent lines," the very 

"shape that shuts us in." Here, once again, Plath uses the inclusive personal pronouns "us" 

and "we," hailing the collective sphere of women on the domestic front who experience a 

similar tale of comatose domestic entrapment. A short while later, she asks: "can our 

dreams ever blur the lines which draw the shape that shuts us in?"  By questioning the 

reader thus, she presents a paradoxical question: can women afford to have dreams in the 

contained sphere of the home? 

Plath continues her narrative in "Tale of a Tub," invoking a Garden of Eden-like 

setting, parodying the dominant narrative of "Eve-ian" predestination, and calling women 

to emerge from their domestic fate. She continues:  

Yet always the ridiculous nude flanks urge 

the fabrication of some cloth to cover 

such starkness; accuracy must not stalk at large: 

each day demands we create our whole world over, 

disguising the constant horror in a coat 

of many-colored fictions; we mask our past  

in the green of eden, pretend future's shining fruit 

can sprout from the navel of this present waste. (Plath 25; my emphasis)   

 

Here, the metaphorical reflection of stark nudity morphs into a metaphor of the Genesis 

narrative of Adam and Even enclosed within the Garden of Eden.  The poem is brimming 

with Edenic references like the desire to cloak the nudity: "the fabrication of some cloth 

to cover," the blame of the woman for the expulsion from the garden: "we blame our 

past," and the forbidden fruit: "shining fruit."  These images hearken a biblical past of 

both figurative and literal domestic containment.   

Her Edenic containment reflects the first form of domestic containment, a 

damning of female to the domestic hearth, and a penalty of "our" debt to Eve-ian 'sin.' 
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The containment at the end of the poem becomes the containment of the dominant 

narrative that has become a 1950s version of domestic containment. A new freedom must 

emerge, she writes, from the dominant narrative.  Towards the end of the poem, Plath 

tends toward a glimmer of liberating hope, hailing optimistic adjectives aside the 

damning clichés of Edenic femininity. She writes of the "future's shining fruit" which can 

"sprout from the naval of this present waste."  Here, Plath prophesizes that from this 

domestic containment, this "present waste," can sprout something revolutionary — to 

write poetry in "white breastmilk."  

Plath finishes the poem with similar optimism.  She prophesizes that  

we shall board our imagined ship and wildly sail  

among sacred islands of the mad till death 

shatters the fabulous stars and makes us real. (25)  

 

Plath poem suggests the idea that women can actually escape the containment in one of 

two places: in death and poetry. The bounds of artifice can be escaped through the 

"imaginary ship" and through the fantasy of death and reemergence in poetry.  Only in 

death can the narrator escape the ideology of the present, the eternal gender roles of the 

American housewife, and the "time and space that shaped her" contained identity and her 

pre-constructed type. She writes that she shall "board an imaginary ship" of poetry in 

order to escape the very geographical location of the walled-in housewife. Upon this ship, 

she can flee the ambiguous cloned image of the homemaker because only this ship can 

"make us real."  Therefore, the "axis of the housewife's vision" can escape the walls, can 

see through the window, and will soon be able to see a real reflection in the mirror. 
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